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The President and Directors, 
New Kelore Mines Limited, 
Suite 1402, . 
390 Bay Street, 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5H 2Y2

Gentlemen:

This report describes the results of a program of ground 

; magnetic and g^ctromagnetic^surveys covering four new claims tying 

onto the east of your 24-claim group property located in Argylg Tfimn- 

ship. The program was supervised by the writer and carried out by 

personnel of Mid-North Engineering Services Limited, in conjunction 

with a similar program of geological mapping.

The field work was carried out in October, 1974, and the 

results are given on two plans accompanying this report, plotted to a 

scale l" = 200'.

The program, with a 300-foot line grid, has systematically 

covered the claim group and has obtained some interesting indications 

which merit further examination. A detailed correlation with geology 

will be given on the report on geology, in the near future, after further 

laboratory testing of some rock samples has been completed. The scope ; 

of further work will involve some surface check work and diamond drill 

ing. 

SURVEYED AREA, LOCATION AND ACCESS

The four claims herein concerned are identified as follows: 

L-402392 to L-402395, inclusive.
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They cover an area approximately 1/2 mile square at the 

northeast corner of Argyle Township, Matachewan Area, District 

of Timiskaming, Ontario.

They adjoin to the northeast of your 24-claim base metal-gold 

prospect located in said township.

The location is about 15 miles northwest of the Town of 

Matachewan which is about 35 miles west of Kirkland Lake in Northern 

Ontario.

Access was made by motor road from Matachewan via Highway 

566 west for about 12 miles to the south central part of Argyle Township 

then follow a bush road north for about five miles to a tractor road 

which leads east for about three miles to a cabin, known as Kell's 

Camp, located at the east central part of your property. There is a 

trail which leads from the cabin to the northwest part of the four claims
4-

herein concerned.

GEOLOGY AND MINERAL OCCURRENCE

Geology of the area is on Map No. 41a, O. D. M. , accompany 

ing a report by H. C. Rickaby, 1932. This map shows that the 4-claim 

area herein concerned is partly covered by swamp and there is a boss 

of Algoman acidic intrusive located at the northeast part, cutting 

Keewatin volcanics.

The boss of acidic intrusive extends east and north into the 

neighbouring townships, and apparently is genetically related to free
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gold-bearing fissure veins in granite at Thesaurus Gold Mines and 

gold-bearing sulphide-quartz veins cutting Keewatin tuff and agglomerate 

at Baden Gold Mines, located at the northwest part of neighbouring 

Baden Township. These old occurrences are fully described by W. S. 

Dyer (1935, Vol. XLIV, Part II, O.D.M.).

Compilation Map 2205, O. D. M. , showed many other gold 

occurrences at the northwest part of Baden Township. This and Compi 

lation Map 2046, O. D. M. , showed different shapes of the acidic boss 

herein concerned, but in general the four claims covered its south 

western nose.

Regarding the Keewatin volcanics indicated on the 4 claims 

and intruded by the acidic boss, you are referred to my reports on your 

24-claim group property adjoining to the west, and particularly my re 

port on Results of Exploration to February 28, 1974, dated March 5, 

1974 and follow-up report on Assay Results, etc., dated March 28, 1974.

One outstanding feature is the occurrence of a dunite dike 

which is apparently the source of an interesting sulphide mineralization 

with values in copper, nickel and precious metals. The distinction in 

the field of a strongly carbonatized dunite from a s trongly carbonatized 

volcanics is difficult.

Another interesting feature is the fact that good values in 

gold and zinc were reported by a previous worker from a large trench 

located near the west boundary of Claim L-402392.
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AEROMAGNETIC DATA

Aeromagnetic Map 290G (Rev. ), O. D. M. , published 1970, 

shows the occurrence of an east-northeasterly anomaly which strikes 

across the north part of the four-claim area. This aeromagnetic anomaly 

is in the order of 640 gammas, about 20 gammas higher than that en 

countered over the area of the known dunite dike located to the west on 

your 24-claim group property.

The said aeromagnetic anomaly is somewhat stronger toward 

east-northeast and weaker toward southwest.

MAGNETIC SURVEY RESULTS

The magnetic survey outlined on the ground two slightly 

magnetic areas with readings over 800 gammas at the north two claims 

tp account for the aeromagnetic anomaly described above. The two 

areas run northeasterly but appeared to have no major fault or shearing 

separating them from the south and/or from each other.

The most outstanding anomaly outlined within said slightly 

magnetic areas is located across the northwest corner. This anomaly 

is up to 300 feet wide with readings from 1000 to 1255 gammas, with 

a weak dipole effect to the north.

A sample obtained by Mr. Douglas Speirs, geologist, along 

the west boundary of L-402392, just north of L3N, is apparently the only 

outcrop observed by him along said magnetic anomaly and was classified 

as andesite. On testing of said sample, the writer found that it is a
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strongly carbonatized aphanitic basic rock with some magnetite. It 

differs from other samples of andesite found by him and requires 

microscopic thin section studies to clarify its origin.

It should be noted here that a similar ground magnetic survey 

covering the high-grade showing area on the original 24-claim group 

in 1973, encountered an anomaly of about 1400 gammas over the dunite. 

Much higher readings were obtained by detailed check work later.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

The VLF electromagnetic survey, using a

strument, has encountered many indications. Most of these indications 

are for poor conductors which do not have the characteristics for massive 

conductive bodies. Several appeared to indicate conductive shear or 

fault zones running in the direction most effectively detected by the 

survey, using transmitter station NSS, which was the station available 

during the survey.

One of these inferred east- westerly fault or shear runs 

across the center of the 4 claims and separates the slightly anomalous 

magnetic areas of the north from the south. The VLF electromagnetic 

characteristics along this structure are poor.

Another inferred east-westerly fault or shear is across the south 

part of the 4 claims through an area with little magnetic variation. 

However, at the eastern end of this inferred structure, in Claim L-402394
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on Line 6N, there is an indication of a rather strong conductor with 

phase changes from a high of 65fo to minus 15^o, with corresponding 

out-of-phase indications. This conductor should be checked by using 

a conventional electromagnetic unit prior to possible test diamond 

drilling.

At the north part, the area is apparently more hilly. The 

topography affects some of the electromagnetic readings and produced 

some poor conductors. Some of these may indicate geological boundaries 

or minor faults which will be further discussed in the report on geo 

logical mapping to be submitted in the near future.

At the northeast boundary area two traverses, on L13N and 

L21N, the survey encountered indications of a fair conductor zone for 

an indicated length of over 300 feet. The responds appeared to be 

from a depth of less than 100 feet. This conductor zone should also 

be checked by using a conventional electromagnetic unit. A quartz 

veinlet obtained by Mr. D, Speirs just west of the conducting point 

located at L18N, 11 4- 40E, carries some sulphide and the acidic 

country rock is strongly altered and more or less calcareous. This 

sample is now out for assaying.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The magnetic and electromagnetic surveys encountered some 

interesting indications which have been discussed in this report.
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There are three outstanding VLF indications which warrant 

a program of check survey, using a conventional electromagnetic unit 

for the possibility of sizeable concentrations of conductive minerals 

and to verify their strike to guide possible test diamond drilling.

Geological data, including some microscopic work, are re 

quired to evaluate an altered magnetic zone outlined by the survey at 

the northwest part of the area. The magnetic data, however, will be 

helpful for the interpretation of geology and structures which may be 

associated with gold mineralization known to occur in the area.

A detailed recommendation will be submitted with a report 

on the results of geological mapping of these 4 claims and on additional 

geophysical data recently obtained on the high-grade showing area 

located within the original 24 claims.

Respectfully submitted, 

CANA EXPLORATION CONSULTANTS LIMITED

SSS:rk 
Encl.

S. S. Szetu, Ph. D. , P. Eng. 
Consulting Geologist

Toronto, Ontario 
December 6, 1974
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

T f s Ground magnetic and electromagnetic surveys
T u' A Argyle TownshipTownship or Area————————————i:~-————-————————
™ ' u ij i \ New Kelore Mines Ltd.Claim holder(s)_____________________________—

Author of Report

Mid-North Engineering Services Ltd. 
S. S. Szetu

Address. Ste. 220, 12 Richmond St. E., Toronto

Covering Dates of Survey- 

Total Miles of Line cut.

Oct. 9th to Dec. 6th, 1974

5 -.-. (linecutting Ip. office) 
. 55 miles w ithin claim group

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic.
—Magnetometer—
—Radiometric——
—Other—————

DAYS 
per claim

Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic. . Radiometric
(enter days per claim)

Dec. 6, 1974 ^- 
DATE:______!____ SIGNATURE:^r

Author of Report

PROJECTS SECTION 
Res. Geol. ——— Qnalifiratinns Aft 3 ' f Op ft .

Previous Surveys

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by. -date.

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

L 402392
(prefix) (number)
L 402393

L

L

402394

402395

TOTAL CLAIMS. Pour



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GQUND SURVEY
__________________

50 feet 1136 EM ou I eet
Number of Stations _______ ̂  __________________ Number of Readings 568
o . - , Station interval
Line spacing 3QO
Profile scale or Contour w.rv.u EM profiles scale; l /ip" * W; magnetic contour intervale;

(specify for each type of lurvey) . 100 

MAGNETIC
instruct McPharM.700, BerUl 17159 _____________ ;
* c.. * 5 gammas Accuracy - Scale constant ______ 2
Diurnal correction mpthnH 1 12 to l hour check at control stations
Base Station Inratinn L3N* O 'h 00

ELECTROMAGNETIC
Tn.tn.n.^nt ROH^a EM-16 ,

Coil rnnfignratinn Operator facing H or t h
Coil sParaHnn Transmitter station NSS

i Accuracy
Method: n Fixed transmitter D Shoot back D Inline CD Parallel line

21.4lcHz ___________________________________________________________ ]
(specify V.L.F. station)

Parameters m^gl .rpH The vertical in -phase component and the out-of-phase component.
GRAVITY
Instrument
Scale constant.
Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy^—————————————
INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY
Instrument.....———^--..^^—.———--——.
Time domain_________________________ Frequency domain. 
Frequency____________________________ Range^^—^—^^.
Power.—.—^—^-----—---—^-^--———-^.^——.-.^.^——.....—..——™.——.
Electrode array———————-^—^—————-——^^^———..———....
Electrode spacing^-——-—-—.——^^.—^—-—————.———..^————.—..——^-.—-
Type of electrode ___________________________________
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ROBERTSON TWP

BADEN TWP

Below 700 gammas 

700 800

800 900
900 1000

Over 100Q

Magnetic readings obtained by 
using a Me Phar M 700 
magnetometer.

845 

-T83

818

o c^s control station

FOUR EASTERLY CLAIMS 

NEW KELORE MINES

ARGYLE TOWNSHIP, MATACHEWAN 

LARDER LAKE MINING DIVISION 

ONTARIO

SCALE T INCHr200FEET

MID-NORTH ENGINEERING LTD

Nov. 1974 DIS
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LEGEND

- X - Conductor

Inferred fault ur .shear

data obtained with operator facing north at right angle 

to the transmitter station MSS, in phase leadings plotted 

to the left, put-of-phase to the right. 

STATION: Annapolis, Maryland Freq. 21-4 kHz

———— in-phase profile

— .—— out-of-phase profile

POBERTSON TWP

BADEN TWP

RONKA EM 16 SURVEY DATA

FOUR EASTERLY CLAIMS 

NEW KELOPE MINES

ARGYLE TOWNSHIP, MATACHEWAN 
LARDER LAKE MINING DIVISION 

ONTARIO

SCALE l INCHs200FEET

MID-NORTH ENGINEERING LTD.

Nov. 1974 DIS
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